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Introduction: the concept of 'transnational organised
crime'
The concept of 'transnCltional organised cnrne' (TOe), perhaps even nl0re
so than the concept of 'organised crinle', has been criticised for being shaped

by the political and institutional interests of governrnents and law enforceIllent ag~ncies rather than by social reality. Undoubtedly, it has beconle a
key issue on the crirninal policy agenda since the fall of the Iron Curtain. On

national and international levels, including the European Union and the
Council of Europe, transnational organised critHe has come to be regarded a
fllajor

s~curity

threat, in part replacing the threat of nlilitary conflict (Ed-

ward<t and Gill, 2002; Felsen and Kalaitzidis, 2005; FUnaut and PaoIi, 2004;

Mitsilegas, 2003). At the salne time the focus of the traditional debate on
organised crime has shifted fronl a local and national to an international

frattle of reference (von Lalllpe, 2001).
The concept of'transnational organised crinle', broadly speaking, refers to
critHe that somehow transcends national borders. It is fralned in the context
of globaJisation and EU enlargement where national borders have supposedly
becolne less of an obstacle for offenders and ucrinlinogenic asymmetries"
(PassJs, 1998) between rich and poor countries have beC0l11e nlore vinllent.
Against this backcloth different ilnages and perceptions of transnational organised crilue have enlcrged in public and academic discourse.
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Sorne rhetoric lets transnational organised crime appear as if it was SOll1ething that existed in a quasi-nlctaphysical sphere with no roots in any par-

All of the three cases fall within the tilne period between 1995 and 2001,
a higWy dynalllic phase in the development of cigarette smuggling in Europe

ticular location and touching ground only in the nlornents when crimes are

(see Joossens and Raw~ 2(08). Each case involves attempts by offenders based

committed. A more concrete notion is that mobile, rationally acting offend-

in one country to establish smuggling routes to another country they them-

ers operate on an intenlational scale, searching for the most lucrative markets

selves were not familiar with. While these three case studies can neither be

for illegal goods and services and the most suitable targets for predatory

taken as representative of transnational (organised) crime in general, nor of

crime, and taking advantage of cross-border nlobility to evade prosecution

cigarette smuggling in particular, they do show variations in the strategies

(Mittelman and Johnston, 1999). Another widely held view associates trans-

adopted by illegal entrepreneurs and the contingencies involved. As such

national organised crinlc with the discrepancies between East and West and

they can serve as instructive illustrations. The three selected cases appear

North and South. Developing countries and countries in transition with a

particularly noteworthy because they suggest that 'organised crinlinals~ do

weak or corrupt law enforcement system are believed to serve as safe home

not only expand their areas of operation across national borders in an oppor-

bases for internationally operating offenders (Shelley, 1999; Wagley, 2006;

ulnistic fashion, but that such expansion can be based upon strategic plan-

WilIiams, 1999). From the Western European perspective, this vie\v con-

ning.

structs transnati~nal organised crime as an external threat, epitolnised by the
metaphor of an octopus which has its tentacles extended throughout the
Western world (Freemantle t 1995).

Data base

Yet another image of transnational organised crinle is that of locally based
offenders establishing transnationallinks to other offenders (Hobbs and Dun-

The S3Jnple of 104 investigations [roln which the three case studies are

nighan, 1998; Hobbs, 1998). In this view, networking and cooperation between criminals across borders is the main feature of transnationaJ organised

drawn

crirne (see also Adarnoli et al., 1998; CasteIls, quoted in Sh~ptycki, 2003).

market for contraband cigarettes. 102 of the 104 investigations were handled

fOrIll

the core data base for a study of the cigarette black market in

Gennany, with a special focus on Berlin as the country's largest regional

This latter notion, irrespective of the elnpirical evidence, at first glance

by the Berlin branch of the Customs service. They have been selected in an

appears more plausible than the irnagery of highly Illobile offenders given the

effort to exarnine cases that represent the highest market levels and the po-

legal, cultural and practical constraints that hinder and impede even legiti-

tentially nlost COTnplex detected offender networks in order to gain insights
into the operation of those actors that may be regarded as being among the

nlate businesses on an international level.

their areas of operation into another country despite existing cultural and

key players in the black Inarket (see also von Lampe, 2003; 2005). Selection
criteria included anlounts of cigarettes and nUlllber of suspects. On the basis
of these criteria a selection was nlade fonn the Customs service database
INZOLL and the set of investigations of the Berlin branch office (1990 until
1999). These involved respectively, the highest nunlbers of cigarettes and at
least three suspects. Eventually, 98 cornplete case files and four case file fragluents, containing only parts of the original file, were made available for

language barriers. On the basis of a more extensive analysis of pertinent
Gerruan critninal files (n='104) three case studies are presented which shed

analysis by the Berlin prosecutor's office.
In addition to the Berlin investigations, the voluminous files of two com-

light on the ways in which Eastern European cigarette s111ugglers have

plex investigations into cigarette snluggling were obtained from other prosecutor's offices to gain a better understanding specifically of the 'Northern

Aim and purpose
Taking the large scale smuggling of contraband cigarettes in Europe as an
example, this paper exarnines how illegal entrepreneurs manage to extend

opened up new trafficking routes and nlarkets in Western Europe.

Trade Belt' (Van Duyne, 2003), the srnuggling route connecting the Baltic
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states, Poland, Gef1llany, the Benelux countries and the Dritish Isles. These
two cases and one investigation from the Berlin salllple are the only ones of
use for the present analysis because they are the only ones containing information directly relating to the decision Inaking of large-scale cigarette smugglers and the processes leading up to the expansion of areas of operation into
another country across language and cultur~11 barriers.

been identified for this titne span of which those involving the Baltic states
and other Eastern European countries seem to have been the Inost important
ones (Council of Europe, 2004: 29; Van Duyne, 2003; Regional Intelligence
Liaison Office, 2001).
The actual smuggling of bulk loads of contraband cigarettes is typically
integrated into legal conunercial cross-border traffic. This means that the
t

shipments pass through customs inspections. They are accompanied by custOll1S

Large-scale cigarette smuggling: an overview

forms which are either forgeries or false declarations (Council of the

European Union, 2003: 6). Large-scale sll1uggling in Western Europe
around the second half of the 1990s was characterised by concealed ship-

Before exanlining the focal point of this paper, the transnational IllOhiJity of

nlents of between one and eight nlillion cigarettes which were hidden inside

illegal enterprises in the case of large-scale cigarette slllugglers, it is helpful to

or' behind legal freight, including furniture, food, and timber (House of

first clarify the nature of the underlying business activity of cigarette Slllug-

Commons, 2005: Ev. 80; Regional Intelligence Liaison Office, 2001: 12).

gling. Cigarette smuggling means the illegal inlportation of cigarettes that

Large-scale snluggling Inay involve the reloading and reconfiguration of

circumvent excise and custorns duties so that the cigarettes can profitably be

shiprnents within the EU in an effort to disguise the origins and trafficking

sold to conSUlllers for a price belo\v the legal retail price. In the tiJl1e span

routes of contrJband cigarettes. In these cases, transport vehicles arc switched

under consideration, between 1995 and 2001, two main schemes existed by

and provided with new transport documents which gi~e the appearance of a

which cigarettes were supplied to black 1l1arkets in Western Europe, including Germany: bootlegging and large-scale slnuggling.

business in the country of destination. When cigarettes are snluggled inside

Bootlegging "involves the purchase of cigarettes and other tobacco prod-

or behind legal freight, the storage and disposal of these goods is also part of

uc;ts in low-tax jurisdictions in anlounts that exceed the linuts set by custorhs
regulations for resale in high-tax jurisdictions

H

legitinlate business transaction between a business in the transit country and a

the overall smuggling operation (von Lampe, 2005).

Ooossens et al., 2000: 397).

The amounts of cigarettes that are being sll1uggled are sufficiently srnall to
allow the transport under the guise of private cross-border traffic, for exanlpIe in cars or in the luggage of train passengers, or across the "green border
by boat or on foot.
U

Large-scale smuggling, as the term implies, involves large

31110unts

of

cigarettes to which slnugglers have access because they are close to the
source the tobacco manufacturers. Large-scale smuggling linked to cigarettes

The need for multi-national operations in large-scale
smuggling
The rnain security strategy of large-scale smuggling operations is criminal
ll1inlicry by blending into the legal economy (Van Duyne 2006; von
t

Lalnpe, 2007). The illegal nature of the activity is concealed, but not the fact

7

nlanufactured in the West "generally takes advantage of the 'in transit' sys·tenl that has been developed to facilitate international trade. This systenl
allows for the temporary suspension of custOlllS duties, excise taxes, and VAT
payable on goods originating from and/or destined for a third country, while
in transit across the territory of a defined customs area" Ooossens et al. t 2000:
398). These untaxed cigarettes have either never left the EU

OI,

far Jll0re

typical for the years between 1995 and 2001, the cigarettes have been properly exported, but only to be illegally re-imported. Several trade routes have

that goods are cOlrunercially rnoved across borders and conunerciaIly distributed. Accordingly, interaction with legitinlate third parties occurs on a continuous or at least recurring basis \vithin the context, and following the logic
of, international business. This, in turn, necessitates the setting up of front
conlpanies, the leasing of warehouses and the renting of trailer trucks on
behalf of these front conlpanies, the use of haulage firms for cross-border
trJrlsport and of dispatch forwarding agents for the clearing of cover loads
with customs. In consequence, large-scale snluggling requires the presence of
operatives in both the sending and the receiving country and in any country
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which serves as a transit channel. These operatives, it appears, need to nleet

to che prosecutor's office and the trial court only to be later returned to the

three basic criteria. (1) They have to be present in a given country on a
regular, if not continuous basis. (2) They rnust have the knowledge and
know-how necessary to convincingly and effectively function in the envi-

prosecutor's office after the conclusion of the tria1. Depending on the resources invested in an investigation, the range of investigative tools applied
together with the luck of the investigators, crinlinal files contain more or less

ronnlent of legal cross-border conllnerce. (3) They nlust be able to inlple-

detailed and dense infonnation about offenders and offences. Apart [roln

ment this knowledge and know-how which requires certain language skills,

variations in the arnount of information contained in a crinuual file, there are

and to a certain extent also certain cultural skills, in the country of operation.

lilllitations for criminological research which have to be taken into consid-

2

These requirements, it seenlS fair to assume, set high hurdles for those wish-

eration. GenerJIly speaking, data collection in the course of criminal investi-

ing to itnplement a large-scale sntuggling scheme in the first place, as well as

gations and proceedings is selective and primarily geared towards the genera-

to establishing new trafficking routes. It was exactly this challenge th;lt the

tion of evidence rather than towards the illununation of the complexities of

lllain offenders in the three cases analysed here faced. How they addressed

social phenoJnena (PUtter, 1998). At the same titlle agencies do not apply

this challenge is the subject of the subsequent analysis.

unifonn criteria in collecting infornlation so that the possibilities for con1-

With the different conceptions of'transnational organised crime' in l1tind

parison between different cases are linuted (Besozzi, 1997; Steffen, 1977).

one can envision different scenarios to be played out. Thinking of'transna-

Still, criminal files have been found to be useful in organised crime research,

tional organised crime' in temlS of highly mobile criminal groups, whether or

especially when a fairly large nunlber of cases are included in one study (see

not based in a safe haven country, would suggest that new areas of operation

e.g. Van Duyne, 1996; Herz, 2005; I{inzig, 2004), and, as argued here, com-

are being established by a group of offenders by relocating to that area in part

plex files generated in large-scale investigations nlay a~so provide sufficiently

or in total. The skills and resources necessary for the successful cOlnpletion of
such a move would be identified and purposefully acquired by lllembers of

rich infonnation for individual case studies.
Each of the three cases analysed for the purpose of this paper contain

the group.
In contrast, viewing 'transnational organised crinle' in temts of cross-

extensive statements by key participants in the respective crilninal operations,

nationally connected locally based groups and individuals would Juake it appear
more likely that expansion into new areas of operation occurs in the form

extensive electronic surveillance ranging froIll the tapping of Jllobile phone

that a criminal group in one country seeks out, and establishes cooperative

pect's vehicle. While lllany details relnain vague or completely in the dark,

links with a suitable criminal group based in the other country.

the voluntinous case files, comprising several hundred to several thousand

As will be seen, however these two scenarios do not resenlble the patterns

pages, give a fairly good understanding of a nUlnber of aspects of the illegal

found in the three case studies.

cigarette business, including why and how offenders have tried to expand

t

supplerrlented and supported by other evidence. In one case, this included
conununication to audio surveillance and GPS monitoring of one key sus-

their areas of operation into other countries across cultural and language
barriers. In fact, the files contain information to such an extent that in order

The three case studies

to preserve the anonymity of the individuals involved SOlne details have to

be omitted or altered.

Case file analysis
The following analysis draws on crirninal files as the exclusive data source. In
Germany, crinrinal files contain aU doculnentation produced in the course of
an investigation up to the final court decision. They are passed froln the
investigative agency (in the case of cigarette snluggling the Custonls Service)

I would like to thank the prosecutor's offices in Berlin, Hanau and StendaJ for providing access
to the case files analysed for the purpose of this paper and a larger research project conducted at
freie Ul1iversitat Berlin, Department of Criminology. I would also like to thank my res~.h
assistant Torn Herberger for his help in extracting the raw data from one afme analysed cnnllnal61es.
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Case 1: From Bulgaria to Germany

One of the two individuals in Gennany known to 01A was 01B, a Bulgarian

The first case (fig. 1) involves a cigarette smuggling operation based in Bulgaria which successfully sent four shipments with a total of 11 million con-

who had Illoved to Gennany in the late t 9805 and who, in 1995, was working at a travel agency. 01A and 01 B were friends from school. Both knew

traband cigarettes to Gennany over a period of several months during the

01C, a Gernlan plunlber who had come into contact with Bulgarian circles

year 1995. According to the inforrnation contained in the case file, this

through his sister (0 lAM) who had married a man from Bulgaria (01AN).

group of smugglers was already supplying cigarettes to Italy when they heard
about the profitability of the cigarette black market in Germany. They made

When 01A had built a house in Bulgaria a few years earlier, it was 01C who
had provided sonle of the plumbing. Onc llught speculate that the srnuggling

a tentative decision to expand their operations and to set up a smuggling

group had been aware of these contacts when they approached 0 lA with the

route between Bulgaria and Gennany. However, it appears that no one in

proposal to get involved in cigarette smuggling.

the group had the necessary links to Gerrnany. For that reason they recruited

01A, a hotel manager fronl the Bulgarian Black Sea coast. It is not clear how
the group of smugglers knew about 0 tA, what previous relationship had
existed, and why they thought 01A could help them set up a smuggling
route to Germany. Although OlA had connections to two individuals in
Germany, he himself was not faJuiliar with Genllanyand he did not speak
German. Still. for a split of the profits he agreed to set up the Gemlan end of
the planned smuggling scheme, nlainly by arranging for a business that
would function as the receiver of the cover load~ that would COJuprise produce front Bulgaria.

Figure 1: CClntexl of the rem,itmellt oj01A and 01B

Bulgarian

o

German
plumber

~ busineBB (real or on paper only)

01A took 01 B, who was in financial difficulties at the tinle, into his confidence and secured his support as an interpreter. He also obtained pennission to stay at Dill's apartlllent while he was in Germany. Eventually 01 B
took on a much luore active role. His first contribution to the sn1uggling
enterprise was to ask 01 C, the pluJnher, for assistance to help with the first
shipnlent, a test run. It was due to arrive in a truck containing jars filled with
vegetables. The plunlber agreed to clear the shipnlcnt with customs for a

sn1all fee. His fiml ~llso appeared on the invoice accompanying the shipment,
but later he claimed that he had been unaware of that (-i·ct. At the end of the
investigation the case agents concluded that the plumber had rernained ignorant of the true nature of the business throughout his involvement. The second shipnlent, this time containing 2,2 nrillion cigarettes hidden under a
cover load of vegetables, was als'o c1~ared with customs by the pluulber and
once again his finn (01M) appeared as the buyer of the cover load on the
accolnpanying invoice. It was only for the third shiplnent. the second one
containing cigarettes. this tinle close to 3 million, that 01 B, the Bulgarian in
Gerrnany, becanle directly involved with the importation fonnalities.· The
day the truck was due to arrive in Germany the plumber was unavailable
because of urgent business. As a result, 01 B was forced to report to the CllSt01115 service hinlse1f on behalf of the buyer of the cover load, 01Cs finll.
However. this was Inade easy by the fact that the plulllber, as in the previol1s
instances, had hired a forwarding agency that took care of the custonlS proceedings. The following two shiprnents, containing 3,4 million and 3 million
contraband cigarettes respectively. were cleared through customs by a haulage firm which 01 A and 01 B had originally approached for storing the cover
loads of vegetables froln the previous shipments which proved to be nonluarketable. Like 01 C, this haulage finn operated under the assumption that
01A and 01 B were legitinlately trying to start an ilnport business for Bulgarian produce.
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Under the arrangement 01A had with the Bulgarian smuggling group the
cigarettes were sent to him on credit. 01A was responsible for selling the

Figure 2: Context of the recrnitment oj02BP and 02BQ

cigarettes for a sufficiently high price and for returning the proceeds minus
his share of the profits within one lTIonth. Interestingly, howevert the first

/
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custolllers were provided by the Bulgarian snlugglers thenlSdves who had
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also assigned a group Inernber. DID, to monitor DIA's activities. This means
that while the sDlugglers needed sonleone to arrange for the outwardly le-
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cover loads
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gitimate cOll1ponents of the smuggling schenle, they had been able to find
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buyers for the contraband cigarettes without either DIA's or 01B's help. It
was only later that 01A found an additional customer on his own initiative,
which did not last long before he and 01B were arrested.

Polo living
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In Swodon

In Sweden

o-
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Case 2: From Easte~ Europe via Sweden to the UK
The second case (fig. 2) represents just one facet of a much more complex

D

= business (real or on paper only)

In an apparent effort to circumvent the profiling of particular trafficking
routes and to reduce the disruptive effect of law enforcernent interventions,

smuggling operation spanning Eastern Europe, Central Europe and the

the group constantly sought to set up new front conlpanies. In 2001 this

United Kingd 0111, with Genllany serving as an important transit region.
Fronl several Eastern European countries snluggled shipments had been sent

became more urgent after a number of sInuggling shipments had been detected and subsequently :1 nunlber of front cOlnpanies had been broken by

by truck to Gennany for distribution on the Gennan black market or for
further transport to the United Kingdom.

trafficking route via Sweden to England. Silnilar to case nurnber 1, a strategic

l'he Gennan part of the snluggling operation was run by 02A and 02B.

decision was Inade without having the necessary personnel and infrastructure

Both had grown up in Poland and had moved to Germany in the 1970s and
1980s, respectively. They reported to 02E who ran the organisation fronl his
place of residence in Poland.

the Gemlan customs service. One of their plans involved setting up a new

available in the intended country of operation.
02A and 02B set out to illlplenlent the plan by l110bilising their social

net\vorks which, it seems. were embedded in the Polish diaspora in Westenl
Europe.
The first person they approached was a car Inechanic t 02A U, who had
previously undertaken repair and tnaintenance work on 02B's car. The mechanic, like 02A and 02D, was born in Poland and had emigrated to Gernlany years earlier. The 111echanic arranged a meeting between 02A and a
Polish businessman, 02BO. who owned several businesses in Sweden. The
111echanic apP~lfently had personal ties to businessman 02 BD because he was
able to obtclin 02BO's cell phone nunlbcr from 02BO'5 wife. Prior to the
nlceting, the rnechanic, upon 02A's request, had already infonned 02BO that
he would be asked to s~t up a front company to redirect shipments with
cigarettes frOll} Eastern Europe to the United Kingdoln. 02A and the businessman discussed the smuggling scheme and the latter asked for tiole to
consider the deal. Eventually, nothing canle of it. The businessman 02BO
did not contact 02A again after the "leeting and the latter decided not to
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pursue the matter further because he Jnistrusted the businessman, believing
that he might keep part or even the entire shipl11ent and sell the cigarettes on
his own account.
A second attenlpt to recruit an accomplice in Sweden was undertaken
shortly thereafier. This tirne 02B tried to locate an old friend frorn Poland

Transnationa/ organised m·me contlecting Eastern and WeJtem Europe

replacement of one that had previously been disrupted by the authorities,
and running parallel to others already in existence. In this case, a smuggling
group based in Lithuania and active at least in the years 2000 and 2001 used
.Gernlany as a transit country for contraband cigarettes ultinlately destined for
the black market in the United Kingdom.

who had later emigrated to Sweden. Through 02K, a nlutual acquaintance
and childhood friend, 02B obtained a phone nunlber and set up a uleeting in
Sweden. However, when 02A and 02B alTived to discuss the srnuggling
venture it turned out that it was not the person 02B originally had in rnind

Figure 3: Context cythe recruitment of03A and 03W
Gormg"

Lithuanian

living I"

clu-arette
smuggler

Uthuanla

but another lllutual acquaintance of 02B and 02K from Poland, 02BP. Because 02B also knew 02BP, the confusion did not Jnatter, as was later dis-

previous lies unclear

AK

.

--.--------.~----.--.-.-.- ~

closed in an interrogation by the Customs Service. 02A and 02B asked 02BP

I

to open up a business in Sweden to receive cigarettes and to send thenl on to
the UK. At the tilne, 02BP was waiting to obtain Swedish citizenship and he
chose to remain in the background. In his place, therefore, he brought a
relative into the operation, 02BQ, who then bought a Swedish cornpany and
rented a warehouse with funds supplied by 02B, the head of the snluggling
organisation residing in Poland. 02BQ, in turn, put the COlllpany in the
nalue of another individual whose identity is not revealed in the Gennan

0

- -··+-~~fk-~:or .----.i

o

German
living In

= nalLlral persan

D

Germany

= business (real or on

p~per only)

criminal fIles. Under the arrangelnent rnade between the snluggling organisation and 02BP and 02BQ, it was determined that the latter would receive a
fixed amount of JlIOney for each successful smuggling shiptnent sent on from
Sweden to the UK.

The central person in case number 3 was a Gennan businessnlan involved in

Although the recruitrnent attenlpt in Sweden was eventually successful,
the snluggling operation itself was not. The first shiplnent sent to the corn-

ber prices in Gennany. In the salne year, 03A later claimed, he was aggressively approached by a Lithuanian, 03AK, who coerced hiJn into taking a

pany 02BQ had set up was detected by Swedish custorns. 02E and the East-

leading role in the Gerrnan cOlllponent of a large-scale smuggling operation.

ern European suppliers of the cigarettes were suspicious of 02BQ and de-

Droadly similar to the role played by 02BQ in the Swedish case described

nlanded proof that the cigarettes had actually been seized. The issue lingered

above, the tasks assigned to 03A included clearing shiprnents with custonlS

the IUluber trade who had relocated to Lithuania in the 19905 (03A). In the

year 2000, 03A suffered a substantial loss of incorue due to the drop in lum-

on for several months and had not been resolved to everyone's satisf.lction by

under the guise of legal cross-border conunerce and reloading the cargo for

the time 02A and 02B were arrested later that year. Decause of the lack of
trust in 02BQ no other shiprnents were sent to Sweden. Neither was an

further tr.ansport to the UK.
The case files conGlin contradictory infonnation about 03A's previous

attempt nude to recruit another person to set up a Swedish front company.

involvement in cigarette smuggling. According to one interpretation he had

Case 3: From Lithuania via Gennany to the UK

prise while the on-site rnanagenlent of the German component had rested in

The third case (fig. 3) differs fronl the previous two in that it was not about
the original expansion of a smuggling operation to a new country. Jnstead

the hands of another Gernlan businessman with personal and busin~ss ties to
Lithuania, 03AL. One of the activities a.~cribed to 03A included supplying
03AL with details about the transport vehicles and intended receivers of
incorning shiplnents. In any case, in the sutnlner of 2000 a shipment 03AL

been part of the Lithuania-based cornponent of the sanle snluggling enter-

the investigation brought to light the establishing of a traffIcking route, in
30
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had processed was intercepted by German custonlS agents, and a few days
later 03A was allegedly told by 03AK to set up a "new line", presumably to
replace 03AL's operation. 03A was to establish a business in Gerrnany and in
return for every successful shiplnent sent on to the UK he was to receive a
small lump-sunl in addition to funds to cover the costs of travelling between
Lithuania and Genllany".

In order to set up a business in Gennany 03A turned to 03 W who lived
in Germany but who had family contacts to Lithuania where the two had
met several years earlier. Two weeks after the shipment to 03AL had been
intercepted by German customs officers 03 W registered a company (03¥) for
the inlport and export oflurnber and building material. It was agreed that the
03A would run the finn (03 Y) and that 03 W would receive a share of the
profits. Apparently, 03 W was not aware that the conlpany (D3Y) would be
used in a cigarette smuggling scheme.
In the following months, 03A, acting on behalf of the company 03 Y,
arranged for a nUlnber of lunlber shipments to be cleared with Gemlan customs by a freight forwarding agency and delivered to the premises of a sawmill in Germany, company 03X. From there the shipments would be picked
up by a hauling cOJnpany contracted by 03A on behalf of 03Y after a day or
two and brought to the UK by truck. The fonner had previously secured the
consent of 03AF, the lnanager of the saw 1l1ill 03X, to use his prenlises for
temporary storage and reloading of lunlber shipments fronl Lithuania. It
seems that the sawnlill Inanager, like 03 W, was unaware of the true nature of
the shipments.
Whenever 03A's presence in Gemlany was required he took the trip
from Lithuania on 03AK's expense. In addition, each of the some 10 shipnlents handled by 03A over a period of about seven months was acconlpanied by a person who nlonitored OJA's activities from the outside, presuntably on 03AK's behal£
After three shiplllents were il11pounded by CllstOlllS, containing between
2,3 and 6,2 nlillion cigarettes, 03 W discontinued his collaboration \vith the
businessn-.afl and deregistered the irnport and export company. ~rransports
were then luanaged by 03A in the nalue of other businesses, the details of
which are not relevant here.
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General patterns
The three case studies show a broadly silnilar pattern. New trafficking routes
for contraband cigarettes were set up based on a strategic decision, respectively, of an existing sllluggling group. Only the motive underlying the strategic decision varied. In case 1 the perceived profitability of the Gernlan cigarette black Inarket prompted a group of Bulgarian smugglers to expand their

operations into Gennany. Case 2 deals with a smuggling group which for
practical and security reasons sought to diversify its trafficking routes. In case

3, finally, the disruption of a trafficking route appears to have led to the decision to set up a 'new line'.

All three smuggling groups chose to implement the plan to establish new
sllluggling routes with the help of individuals recruited for this purpose:
01A, 02BP and 03A. These individuals in turn recruited other individuals
and businesses who performed different tasks in the movement, storage and
reloading of shipments conL1ining contraband cigarettes.
This means that the Inelubers of the original snlugg~ing groups tended not
to cross borders in order to implement their strategic plans. The only exception had been the travelling undertaken by 02A and 02B to meet with 02BO
in Poland and with D2BP and 02BQ in Sweden. However, neither D2A nor
02B planned to relocate to Sweden or to be present in Sweden for actually
setting up and nunaging the smuggling route which would have included
the registering or purchasing of front cornpanies, the renting of warehouse
space and the contmunication with hauling companies and forwarding agencies. These tasks were performed by 02BP and 02BQ and not by 02A and
02B or any other core Jnelnbers of the original smuggling group.
In case 3 it seenlS that 03A, the individual directed to set up a 'new line'
frOllt Lithuania through Gennany to the UK, was not previously part of the
core smuggling group. While sOlne evidence ascribes him a functional role
within the smuggling operation, the often contradictory information contained in the criminal file gives the inlpression that his position was marginal
and he had no insights into the inner workings of the srnuggling enterprise.
The only indication of regular cross-border Inovement by members of
the original slnuggling group, possibly even the relocation to the country of
. . actiVit1es
. .. are .cl escn·bed·In the criminal
operation, is found where mOIlltonng
files. In case 1, it was OlD who observed the activities of 01A and 018 and
also provided customers for the smuggled cigarettes. Incase 3, 03A reported
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that aU shiptnents were accompanied by either l~ussians or Lithuanians who
kept "things under control from the outside. In case 2 the smuggling group
did not put a sinlilar security systenl in place and instead went through
lengthy investigations to establish \vhether or not the initial shipment going
to Sweden had been confiscated.

Varese. However, he is concerned with "mafia transplantation", Le. "the
ability of a l11afia group to offer criminal protection over a sustained period
of tiule outside its region of origin and routine operation" (Varese, 2006:
414; see also Varese, 2004). This means his focus is on "power syndicates"

The fact that the smuggling groups saw thelnscJves faced with a control

and therefore he is dealing with criminal groups where group identity, group

U

problem in one form or the other, suggests that the initially recruited individuals (01A, 02BP and 03A) were in all likelihood not selected based on
trust but based on opportunity and convenience, and the skills and knowledge needed for the purpose of setting up a new trafficking route. There is
no indication that strong bonds connected the smuggling groups with the
respective individuals they recruited. The relatively strongest bond appears to

rather than "enterprise syndicates", to use Alan Block's (1983) terminology,
cohesion, group structure and group reputation play a substantially different
role than in the case of illegal enterprises (see also Reuter, t 983; 1994).
Most research on transnational criminal enterprises, it seenlS, does not
capture the expansion of areas of operation into 'unknown' territory. The
establishing of network ties is typically described as a matter of individual

events occurring within organically growing and changing transnational

have existed between 02B and 02BP who knew each other from growing up

crime tnarkets, prilllarily for dnlgs (Decker and Chapman, 2008; Desroches,

in the same town in Poland. Stronger ties existed only further down the

2005; Zaitch, 2002), but also for other illicit goods and services (Bruinsma

chain of recruitments, nalnely between 01A and 01B who were connected
through a long lasting bond of friendship, and between 02BP and 02BQ
who reportedly were relatives ofsome sort.

and Bernasco, 2004). Unlike the cigarette smuggling groups presented in the
three case studies, offenders in previous studies prilnarily appear to exploit

ticipants there was a decreasing level of awareness of the illegal nature of the

opportunities instead of purposefully creating networ~ in the implementation of strategic business decisions (Morselli, 2001). In this respect the present analysis seems to cuntradict the enlpirical findings while lending support
to the rnore conventional view expressed in journalistic and nlore general
scholarly account~ of transnational organised cnIne as involving criminal

underlying activities. In two cases (1 and 3) legal businesses were used as
official receivers of shiprnents where the business owners (01 C and 03 HI).

groups strategically expanding their areas of operation.
An exanlple for the journalistic treatment of the issue of the transnational

convincingly claimed ignorance of the contraband cigarettes hidden in the

mobility of illegal enterprises is provided by Ron Chepesiuk in his book on

cargo. The sanle seelllS to apply to the forwarding agencies and hauling
cOJnpanies variously employed, respectively, in all cases.

the Cali cartel. He presents a picture of the Cali cartel as a strategically operating international dnlg distribution business which in its time had systemati-

There is another factor which contributes to the overall weakness of the
bonds linking the original smuggling groups with the newly created srnuggling infrastructures. In all three cases it appears that down the chain of par-

cally opened up new markets. In the following quote, Chepesiuk describes

Discussion
It is not easy to fit the findings from the three case studies into the broader
context of research on transnational organised crilne. There is, in fact, very
little detailed, systelnatic research 011 crirninal groups expanding their areas of
operation across cultural and language barriers. Most of the pertinent academic literature is abstract and theoretical in nature. The only empirical
studies specifically concerned with the transnational Inobility, or the lack
thereof, of criminal groups appear to be the ones conducted by Federico
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how the Cali cartel expanded its area of operation into Spain:
"The Cali cartel saw that the European drug lnarket was ripe for penetration. When Gilberto Rodriguez and Jorge Ochoa moved to Spain in
1984, they bought a large ranch in Badajoz, near the border with Portugal, to serve as a base of operations fronl which they could analyze the
potential for trafficking cocaine in Europe.
The Cali cartel reached out to tobacco slnugglers from Galicia in Spain,
who had a good knowledge of the region's coastline and storage facilities
that could be used to smuggle drugs. The cartel began to use boats to
pick up the dnlgs from ocean-going vessels and bring them ashore".
(Chepesiuk,2005: 109-110)
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This account is in line with two key assertions found in WillianlS and God-

in the crinunal files suggests that ethnicity provided the only underlying link,

son·s comprehensive theoretical discussion of transnational organised criJue;
first that criminal organisations constantly seek new geographic rnarkets and

or that ethnicity added to the strength of network ties. In case 2 nustrust

go where the rewards are greatest (Williarns and Godson, 2002: 325), and

characterised the relations within the Polish diaspora network, leading to the
discontinuation of negotiations with 02BO and to lengthy investigations into

second that criluinal organisations, in order to overcome various obstacles

the honesty of 02BP and 02BQ. In cases 1 and 3 essentially the same control

associated with breaking into a new tuarket, will seek the cooperation of a

lllechanisnls were put in place by the slnuggling groups irrespective of the
fact that in case 1 an ethnically homogeneous (Bulgarian) network had

'local partner' (WilIiams and Godson, 2002: 327) such as the Galician to-

fonned while in case 3 a Lithuanian (and possibly Russian) group of smug-

bacco smugglers mentioned by Chepesiuk along with others groups, including the 'Italian Mafia' (2005: 111).

glers had recruited a German (03A) who in turn recruited another German,

Only the first assertion, however, finds sorne support in the three cases of

03 W. In light of these control luechanisrns, as noted above, it seems also fair

large-scale cigarette smuggling, namely in the case of the Bulgarian group

to say that the three originally recruited individuals were not primarily se-

which sought to exploit the perceived profitability of the Genuan cigarette

lected based on trust but based on the possession of the skills and knowledge

black market. There is no indication that any of the three groups considered

needed for the purpose ofsetting up a new trafficking route.

searching for a "local partner" in the fonn of an existing criminal group. On

Although these cases of large-scale cigarette smuggling cannot be taken as

the contrary, two of the three originally recruited individuals, 01A and 03A.

representative for transnational orgalused crime in general, they provide fur-

were not locally based in the target country" to begin with. In addition, neither of these individuals, nor any of the subsequendy recruited individuals

ther grounds for questioning the importance often indiscrilllinate1y ascribed
to trust (van Lampe & Johansen, 2004). Kleemans, fo~ exalnple, ba.lied on an

had a crilninal record, let alone was a member of a crinlinal group, as £1r as
can be learned [toln the crinunal files. Moreover, as indicated, the respective

exarnination of nurnerous cases of "transit crinle" in the Netherlands, argued
that because of the need for trust in illegal activities and the basis of trust in

networks also comprised a number of legitill1ate actors who were drawn into
the smuggling schemes without knowledge of the nature of the scheme.

strong social bonds, structural holes exist between countries and ethJuc
groups providing highly profitable opportunities for those able to bridge

A further discrepancy exists between the three case studies on the one

rheIn (Kleemans, 2006: 179). The three case studies, in contrast, provide

hand and widely held views in the acadenuc and journalistic literature on the
other regarding the irnportance of ethnic ties. l'ransnational ethnic ties are

exanlples for the relative ease with which barriers between countries and
ethnic groups can be overCOJue despite a lack of trust in crinunal relations.

often seen as entry gates into a foreign country (see e.g. Dcsroches, 2005: 41;

Four factors seem to have been at play; first, the realistic expectation that

Williams & Godson, 2002: 331, 334). Ethnic ties were indeed underlying the

offers to get involved in illegal activities can be made without fear of being

network creation in two of the three cases. In case 1 ethnic ties connected

reported to the authorities; second, the willingness to respond to such offers
in light of econOllUC hardship as in the case of 01 B; third, the effectiveness of

the Bulgarian smuggling group with 01A as well as with 01B, and in case 2

explicit and illlplicit threats of violence, as reported, for example, by 03A;

all participants were part of the Polish diaspora, although the network that
developed included both Poles and ethnic Gertllans born in Poland. How-

and, fourth, the possibility to involve unwitting accolnplices in a smuggling

ever, ethnic homogeneity seerns to have played only a superficial role in the

scheme to the extent that Inajor elements of a sOluggling operation can be

network fonnation, while in essence recruitment occurred through the mo-

outsourced to legitimate businesses (see also von Lampe, 2007).

bilisation of active or dorrnant social ties such as friendship, falnily, conunon
childhood or rnere acquaintance. "fhe respective recruiters seem to have had
few alternatives to choose froln. In fact, the infomlation contained in the
criminal fues gives the hllpression that every link bringing the snluggling
groups closer to the intended countries of operation was pursued. Nothing
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Introduction
Crinl.inologists have studied crinle and mobility fronl two different theoretical angles. Firstly, elnpirical analysis was undertaken to discover patterns in

Wagley, J-It., Transnational Organized Crime: Principal Threats and U.S. Re-

crirne nlobility. One of the findings of this type of analysis was that the nla-
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for Congress, RL33335, 2006

jority of the offences are conuuitted near the residence of the offender. This
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gate and an individual level (Desson, 2004: 188-192; Canter and Hammond,

twenty-first century. In: S. Einstein and M. Alllir (eds.), O~~anised crime:
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is called the distance decay pattern and has been observed on both an aggre-

Piquero, and Jones, 1999; Rhodes and Conly, 1981; ROSSU10, 1995; Van
Koppen and De Keijser, 1997), although individual variations exist (Sulith,
Bond, and Townsley, 2009). The second type of critninological research
focuses on the explanations of crime patterns and rnobility like target features
(Dcrnasco and Nieuwbeerta, 2005; Patricia Brantinghanl and Brantingham,
1995; Cornish and Clarke, 1986; Lattinlore and Witte, 1986; Palrner,
Holnles, and Hollin, 2002), offender characteristics (Alison, Smith, and
Morgan, 2003; Canter and Alison, 2000; Gabor and Gottheil, 1984) and
knowledge about the area (Patricia Brantinghanl and Brantingham, 1981:
57-60; Rengert and Wasilchick, 1985).
This paper addresses crinle and rnobility from these two angles related to
the so-called 'itinerant crime groups' in Be1giurn. Law enforcement authorities in Be1giurn take special interest in such groups which they describe as
criminal gangs, Inainly from Eastern European origin, specialised in systematically cOJIunitting all sorts of property crirnes, ranging frorn burglaries and
robberies to ram raids and Juetal thefts. 'rhese groups have been given the
name 'itineranf because of their high degree of crirninal mobility - i.e. Inobility to, from and during crinlinal activity. 'Itinerant cnlne groups' is the
tenn used, but there is more than just mobility ascribed to these groups,
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